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programs are available for instant and free download.An artificial intelligence system has been praised for saving the life of a
man it incorrectly diagnosed as having “delusional” behaviour. The system failed to spot a major mental health problem that
prevented the man from being properly assessed for a job. The AI, developed by educational technology firm M-Cubed, was
tasked with analysing a series of video clips of the man. After a trial period, the AI gave a medical diagnosis of “delusional”
behaviour based on an analysis of his behaviour, which led to the man being admitted to a psychiatric hospital. Despite this, he
was later able to attend interviews for a position at a pharmaceutical company. Commenting on the incident, M-Cubed CEO
Jason Coupland said: “As someone with high intelligence and strengths in the humanities, I can’t help but feel we now have
proof that an AI can be biased against certain types of people. “When I met my father for dinner, he told me he thought I was an
idiot, that I would fail, because I was so smart and were clearly not fooling anyone.Q: Writing to file in Racket using Generics I
am very new to programming in Racket, and would appreciate a bit of help on this problem. I am trying to write a function
called add-files that takes in a list of already written files that are named according to the first part of each file name (i.e. "txt1",
"txt2", "etc"). Also, the file extension for each file name is.txt, the function should find the only file named "txt.txt" in the
directory that has not been previously written to. The function then should write the file name and line number (using a line
number of 1). The file name and line number should be added to the list of file names and the function should then return the
list of all files that have been written, so far this is what I have come up with so far... ;This function reads the file list from the
command line, ;finds the file named "txt.txt" in the current directory and ;writes the file name and line number to the file list.
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